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Abstract: During 1995–2006 research projects in

Florida and Kentucky, USA, we captured 191 (72

F:119 M) American black bears (Ursus americanus)

251 times using modified Aldrich spring-activated

snares. In our modification, the swivel at the base of

the foot loop was attached to 2 cables that ran in

opposite directions and were anchored to trees.

Shortening the free cable to only the foot loop

limited the area in which the captured animal could

move and provided more options for snare place-

ment. This smaller area reduced the distance that a

captured bear could run when attempting to charge

or flee, which made immobilization easier. This

modification also prevented the bear from climbing

or reaching the anchor trees. Using this modification

also increased available trap sites by allowing use of

trees that would have been inadequate as a single

anchor because of low branches, forked or leaning

trunks, proximity to hazards, or small size. We

believe this alternative anchor method is an im-

provement, particularly for snares set on trails,

because they often require longer anchor cables to

reach the desired location. This anchor method

should work with any snare trigger and for any

species that is trapped using an anchored foot snare.
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The most common methods of trapping wild bears

are culvert traps and spring-activated foot-hold

snares. Culvert traps are much more expensive and

require road access or helicopters. Because of their

versatility, portability, and low price, snares have

been used to capture a wide variety of large

mammals, including American black bears (Ursus

americanus; Johnson and Pelton 1980, LeCount

1986), grizzly bears (U. arctos; Jonkel 1993), cougars

(Puma concolor; Logan et al. 1999), tigers (Panthera

tigris; Goodrich et al. 2001), and lions (P. leo; Frank

et al. 2003). Traditionally, these cable snares have

been constructed with a foot loop connected to a

single anchor cable, which is attached to either a

drag (LeCount 1986, Brandenburg 1996, Logan et

al. 1999, Lemieux and Czetwertynski 2006) or a

manufactured-home auger anchor (Brandenburg

1996), but most often it is attached to a tree

(Johnson and Pelton 1980, LeCount 1986, Jonkel

1993, Goodrich et al. 2001, Frank et al. 2003).

Snares with a single anchor can be problematic for

several reasons.

Standard, single anchor snares are usually either

set to one side of a wildlife trail or require an

excessively long anchor cable to reach the desired

location. With the anchor-cable length added to the

length of the foot loop, a captured animal could

reach 3 to 5 m from the anchor. In those situations,

long cables allow a trapped animal to exert extreme

force on the cable when attempting to charge or flee,

especially downhill, and increase the chances that the

cable would become entangled with blocking or

other shrubbery.

A trapped animal can cause problems when it

can reach the snare’s single anchor. If the fixed

end of the cable is loose around the base of the

anchor tree, bears could pull the anchor loop up

the trunk, allowing the cable to become hung up

on branch stumps or uncut branches. Often,

trappers cut low branches off the anchor tree

and trapped bears damaged or killed the anchor

tree; such damage could be a source of conflict

with certain property owners or where trees are

commercially grown. In addition, a bear could dig

up or unscrew a single manufactured-home auger

anchor, allowing the bear to escape with the snare

still attached.

To alleviate these problems, we modified Aldrich

spring-activated snares by attaching a second anchor

cable. We used these modified snares from 1995 to

2006 to capture 191 individual black bears (72 F, 1194brian.scheick@myfwc.com
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M) 251 times for several research projects in Florida

and eastern Kentucky, USA. Weights of captured

bears ranged from 9-kg cubs-of-the-year to 219-kg

adults. Trapping areas ranged from open to dense

understories, evergreen to deciduous overstories, and

flat to steeply sloped terrain.

Our Aldrich spring-activated foot snares were

standard except for the second anchor cable (Fig. 1).

Aldrich springs, black bear-sized foot snares, and

anchor cables were manufactured by Capture Tech-

niques, Inc. (Calgary, Alberta, Canada) or Margo

Supplies Ltd. (High River, Alberta, Canada). The

0.476 cm (3/16 inch) x 122 cm (48 inch) foot loop and

0.635 cm (J inch) x 2.7 m (9 feet) anchor cables were

made from galvanized airplane cable. Anchor cables

came with a 0.794 cm (5/16 inch) swivel at one end and

a choker loop at the other. All cable end loops were

held with crimped ferrules, not u-bolt cable clamps.We

connected the 2 anchor cables together with a 0.794 cm

(5/16 inch) Quick-link, rated at 800 kg, purchased at a

local hardware store for US $2.99 (2009).

The foot loop was attached by the swivel to the

main anchor cable. This cable was then wrapped

around the base of a tree and threaded through its

choker loop. The second cable was also threaded

through its choker loop at the base of a tree opposite

the first tree. Each swivel end was then brought

together at the desired snare location and any excess

cable was wrapped around one or both anchor trees

until the cables were taut.Wrapped cable was attached

to itself with 2 standard cable clamps set snugly

against the trunk. The two anchor cables were then

connected by a Quick-link (Fig. 1). Although taut, a

captured animal can pull the anchor cable perpendic-

ular to a line between the anchor trees (less than a

meter), making the usual circle of movement a slight

oval. Because of this inherent play we did not put

shock absorbing springs on the cables (Johnson and

Pelton 1980), but they could be attached if desired.

Trees of sufficient distance were selected as

anchors to ensure that a bear could at most touch

the trees, but not use them to pull against the cable;

we used a minimum of 3.0 m between the Aldrich

spring’s throwing arm and any tree. We connected

additional anchor cables in series when needed, but

longer or shorter cables could be custom-made for

added flexibility in selecting trap sites.

Our anchormodification has several advantages. By

adjusting the lengths of the anchor cables, we could

place the throwing arm and snare loop almost

anywhere desired. Also, the animal’s movement was

limited to a small area not much larger than the radius

of the foot loop’s length instead of the usual foot loop

plus anchor cable. No matter how far the snare is

placed from the anchors, the only free cable is the foot

loop because both ends of the anchor cables are fixed.

The smaller area allows animals to be easily immobi-

lized with any method, but safer and quicker for

trappers using a pole syringe. A smaller area also

means less area to clear. Clearing woody vegetation

around the snare is a common and necessary practice

to minimize injuries to trapped bears. It is easier for

inexperienced trappers to judge the size of this smaller

area so they can clear vegetation the proper distance

from the trap. Reducing the distance that a charging

or fleeing bear can run decreases the force exerted on

the cable, especially downhill. This may reduce the

number of bears that suffer limb injuries (Johnson and

Pelton 1980) and minimize escapes when the cable has

been frayed. One disadvantage to this modification is

that a little more time is needed to set the snare

because of the added cable.

Johnson and Pelton (1980) suggested no trees

(other than the anchor tree) be within reach of the

bear, but we believe the anchor tree itself can be a

safety hazard. Bears often climb the anchor tree, so

low branches are typically cut flush to the trunk. If

the tree trunk is not properly cleared of limbs, bears

can climb over a branch or catch the cable on a branch

stump and get hung up. Longer anchor cables require

cutting more branches, and inexperienced trappers can

underestimate the proper height. Furthermore, bears

might succeed in pulling a loosely attached anchor

loop up the tree, allowing them to climb higher than

Fig. 1. Aldrich spring-activated snare (a) attached
to 2 anchor cables instead of the usual single cable.
The foot loop (b) is attached to the main anchor
cable (c) by a swivel (d). The second anchor cable (e)
has its own swivel, and is attached to the main cable
with a Quick-link (f). All cable end loops were held
with crimped ferrules (g).
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intended and possibly reach uncut branches. With this

double anchor set, bears are between anchor trees but

unable to reach either one, so no branches need to be cut.

Forked, leaning, and smaller trees can be effectively used
as anchors because the trees cannot be reached or

climbed; this may increase the number of trap sites in

some areas. Damage to trees is avoided completely

because trappedbearsareunable to reach theanchor tree.

Auger anchors for manufactured homes have been

successfully used as a single anchor (Brandenburg

1996), but in Florida bears have dug up or

unscrewed them (B. Scheick, personal observation).
Because our double anchor modification prevents a

captured bear from reaching either anchor, we

believe auger anchors might work well; however,

we did not use them during this study. Using an

auger anchor and a tree or two auger anchors might

open more areas to trapping.

Our modification has been successfully used to

capture brown bears in Greece (J. Beecham, Craighead
Beringia South, Kelly, Wyoming, USA, personal

communication, 2008). We have recently used this

modified anchor with passive snares (Reagan et al.

2002), and it should work with anchored foot snares

using any triggers and for any species. We urge

trappers to use a cable and foot loop of appropriate

size and ensure the proper distance from obstacles for

any species likely to be caught. Always approach the
snare location carefully to safely determine the

captured animal’s reach, especially since this anchor

makes that reach a little less predictable than the

standard set.

We believe using 2 anchors eases immobilization

and gives trappers more options. However, selecting

safe trap sites and reducing the length of time that an

animal is in a trap are important safety factors.
Using this double anchor modification will not

alleviate the risks to trapped animals associated with

poor trap placement, exposure to the elements, or

conflicts with other animals.
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